Opening up choices for today’s researchers

Taylor & Francis open access agreement with Bibsam

Taylor & Francis and Bibsam have an agreement to support open access publishing at your institution. As a member of Bibsam, corresponding authors at participating institutions are potentially eligible for open access funding.

What does this open access agreement mean for authors?

When an article is published gold open access, the final published version (or Version of Record) is permanently and freely available online, often upon payment of an Article Publishing Charge (APC).

As part of this open access agreement with Taylor & Francis, corresponding authors at Bibsam institutions may be eligible to have their article published gold open access with a fully funded APC.

How will you know if your article has been approved for open access publication?

Shortly after your article is accepted, you’ll receive an email telling you that your article has been approved for open access publication. You’ll be asked to choose a licence for your article – you can find more information on this at authorsservices.taylorandfrancis.com

Which journals are covered by this agreement?

Articles accepted for publication in all Taylor & Francis Open Select (hybrid) journals are eligible to be published open access using this agreement. Articles in our fully open access journals are not covered.

How are articles approved for open access publishing using this agreement?

Your librarian has access to the Taylor & Francis Research Dashboard, allowing them to view all metadata for accepted articles from authors at your institution upon acceptance. Your librarian then uses the Research Dashboard to approve or decline articles for open access.

Please contact your library if you’d like more information about the criteria they use to decide upon which articles to make open access.

Speak to your librarian to find out more!
Benefits of publishing open access

- A wide choice of journals to publish in
- Rapid online publication
- Rigorous peer review
- Expert editorial boards
- Creative Commons licensing options
- Article metrics

Increased visibility: Anyone, anywhere can read your research, which in turn could lead to more citations and higher altmetric scores.

Enhanced reach: No barriers to readership means practitioners, policymakers and the general public can read your work.

More choice: You retain the copyright to your work, meaning you can decide how others build on and share your work!

What is Open Select?

Open Select enables authors to publish gold open access in over 2,300 of our subscription (hybrid) journals.

Upon publication, the final version of article (or Version of Record) will be permanently and freely available on the Taylor & Francis website. All authors will need to sign a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY).

Taylor & Francis supporting authors

Here to support authors through their open access publishing journey; Taylor & Francis Author Services provides a wealth of information, from selecting the right journal for your research, understanding licenses to submitting your paper, and sharing your work.

http://bit.ly/OAauthors